CHAPTER 1547

Hearing what Songkui said, everyone nodded.

“It seems that Levi Garrison still makes sense.”

“Knock our heads to thank us and rest assured!”

Everyone laughed.

Zoey didn’t think it was wrong either.

Although kneeling to others, it was difficult for Levi Garrison.

Damage to backbone and dignity.

But for the sake of Levilia, what should be endured still has to be endured.
Kowtowing thank you or something.

“Don’t worry, the reality will gradually smooth out Levi Garrison’s edges and corners in the future!”

The old lady laughed. m.bg.

Zoey and Emma looked at each other.

Feeling infinite.

The changes in these two or three years are really great.

Before, Levi Garrisongui was the god of war in Kunlun, invincible in the world.

The Ye Clan in Jingcheng was still the first family, and no one moved.

But now that the great hidden powers come out, the master will be gone everywhere.

One word side by side king and nine heavenly kings all emerged.

Levi Garrison had no sense of existence anymore.

The times are changing too fast.

But what they don’t know is that the person leading this era is Levi Garrison!

He has always been at the forefront of the times.

After Prince William’s matter was settled.

Messiah began to investigate who recorded the hands-on evidence of the Avengers.

Finally, the king of Shu admitted everything.

Said that he himself was prepared.

Everything is his strategy.

Of course, he didn’t say that Black Dragon traded with him.

When the LEvi’s Squad released the evidence before, it also deleted this paragraph.

In order to prevent Levi Garrison’s identity from letting more people know.

Messiah commended the King of Shu.

Not to mention the resolution of this crisis, he also uncovered the Avengers, leading to the
destruction of the Avengers.

Erudia rewarded King Shu with a Yanlong Medal.

This is the supreme reward!

For a time, King Shu became the hottest among the nine heavenly kings.

Become a being respected by all…

King Shu accepted all this and was ashamed of it.

But it was Levi Garrison’s order.

He had to admit everything and accept everything.

Before, Levi Garrison had cultivated nine heavenly kings, and everyone who knew the inside story
was skeptical.

Whether the nine heavenly kings can bear the heavy responsibilities.

Especially the class that takes the word side by side with the king.

Now it seems that this worry is unnecessary.

They are totally possible!

It can even replace Levi Garrison’s.

This made Messiah a long sigh of relief.

Now even if the enemy knows that the king retreats side by side, he is not afraid anymore.

“The word side by side king can still be replaced!”

“By the way, what’s the matter with his practice? Have you found it?”

Messiah was already investigating Levi Garrison’s exercises.

“I found it, and the fundamental analysis concluded that the practice of the word side by side king
cannot be broken or established. The specifics

are…”

“So amazing?”

After listening, everyone was amazed.

“No wonder, he will get stronger and stronger, even the Northern Devil is not his opponent!”

“But fortunately, he has cultivated nine heavenly kings for Erudia!”

Wang Qian suddenly said: “Have you ever thought about creating more one-word side-by-side kings
for Erudia?”

“What do you mean? Oh oh oh, I see!”

Everyone nodded.

Wang Qian’s meaning is very simple-

Use this magical technique to cultivate more existences with Levi Garrison’s combat power.

“Good idea! It’s amazing! It’s amazing!”

“Don’t say much! Just three Levi Garrison’s existence is enough!”

“At that time, the whole world was absolutely shocked! Who would dare to invade me Erudia
Banfen?”

“I seem to have seen my Erudia invincible scene!”

…

After hearing this idea, everyone was amazed.

They started to think of Levi Garrison’s exercises.

CHAPTER 1549
Messiah panicked.

After all, Levi Garrison is too hot now.

Everyone wants to solicit.

Everyone will be moved by the favorable conditions.

Wang Qian said immediately: “If this matter had been in the past, it would never have happened.
The former Levi Garrison really did his best for Erudia

and died.”

“But it’s different now! After the accident last time, he was probably chilling, and he would even
hate us!”

“Especially he is an ordinary person! He must be more eager for rights and money! Under the sugarcoated shells, it is difficult to hold on!”

…

After listening to Wang Qian’s analysis, everyone felt wrong.

In case Levi Garrison can’t help the temptation to join other countries or forces.

That will change the pattern of the world. ..

Especially for Erudia, it was a heavy blow.

First, Levi Garrison is too strong. For now, no one can control him.

Second, Levi Garrison knew Erudia too well and was in control of everything.

If he went to the opposite.

Erudia will have no counterattack.

Although Levi Garrison would never betray Erudia.

But in the consideration of others, there is no such hidden danger.

“Horrible! Terrible!”

Thinking of this possibility, everyone came out in a cold sweat.

“I firmly believe in Levi Garrison’s character! He will definitely stand the temptation!”

“me too!”

…

Most people in the field expressed their views.

They all expressed Levi Garrison.

“I know what you think, and I believe him! But this kind of hidden danger exists!”

“Once a hidden danger exists, it will be a threat to Erudia someday!”

“For example, is the other party threatening the family of Levi Garrison’s wife and daughter? This is
not something that cannot be kept! At that time, it will

be too late to regret!”

Any Fan’s remarks are still valid.

In any case, hidden dangers absolutely exist.

“We can’t act emotionally, we must consider the overall situation! We must remove all hidden
dangers! Avoid any danger!”

“This agrees! Everyone discuss what to do?”

…

After everyone discussed it.

The first one began to speak: “First, from the death of Prince William, the abilities of the nine
heavenly kings are basically detected. They can replace

the king of the word side by side!”

“Second, Levi Garrison’s technique has been confirmed! As long as we get this technique, we can at
least cultivate three Levi Garrison!”

…

“Finally, to sum up, Erudia can give up Levi Garrison completely now!”

…

“agree!”

“We agree too!”

…

After combining the facts, everyone found that Levi Garrison could really be abandoned.

There are nine heavenly kings and exercises to make up for.

Even better than Levi Garrison alone.

This situation is better.

“What about Levi Garrison? What if he is recruited by another country?”

Someone asked Levi Garrison’s solution.

“Levi Garrison is too strong! If one day he is not satisfied with the status quo, it may be a disaster!”

“In order to avoid this kind of disaster, only Levi Garrison can avoid it as an ordinary person.”

“How to say?”

Others looked at it.

“Ordinary people don’t know martial arts!”

“First, let’s let Levi Garrison hand over the exercises.”

“Second, we let Levi Garrison abolish martial arts by himself! Never use it forever!”

“Only in this way will Levi Garrison become a real ordinary person! The hidden danger to Erudia will
also be solved!”

“Maybe it’s cruel to Levi Garrison! But for the sake of Erudia’s future, I can only do this!”

“I think Levi Garrison will also understand. Doesn’t he want to be an ordinary person? We fulfill
him!”

CHAPTER 1550
These days, the Eagle Nation and others came to the door.

This is definitely not a good thing.

There will definitely be people who think they can’t stand the temptation.

It is extremely easy to defect from Erudia.

This is where the hidden danger lies.

Levi Garrison expected Messiah’s arrival.

The matter of exercises is no longer a secret, he will be followed by many people.

Including Messiah.

I didn’t know before.

Now that I know it, something must be done.

After all, he is an ordinary person now. m.bg.

They have to find someone to replace themselves.

Especially seeing King Shu solve this matter.

Seeing that the nine heavenly kings can replace themselves.

With the addition of exercises, he is completely unnecessary.

Levi Garrison smiled.

It’s a pity that you don’t know, I handled this matter.

“Since you have decided to be an ordinary person, be more thorough! Otherwise, you won’t be able
to get out of this circle!”

Wang Qian persuaded.

Any fan next to it added: “Yes, only if you truly become an ordinary person will your life become
ordinary! Those troubles will also disappear!”

Levi Garrison smiled: “So you want me to hand over the exercises?”

“Well, it’s wrong, the exercise must be handed over!”

“Besides, let’s abandon martial arts!”

As soon as this sentence came out, Levi Garrison was stunned.

Do you want to abolish martial arts yourself?

“Hahaha…”

Soon Levi Garrison laughed loudly.

Really thorough!

No wonder you have to be a real ordinary person by yourself!

Ordinary people do not know martial arts!

“You also understand that now all countries are soliciting you, in case you can’t help being tempted,
or your family members are threatened! This is a

disaster for Erudia!”

“The only way is to completely change back to an ordinary person. If you have no value, no one will
harass you!”

“I hope you understand, we have to avoid any risk. It can be regarded as your last contribution to
Erudia!”

…

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison expectantly.

Levi Garrison looked at the people and laughed sadly.

“Is that what you all mean?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“This is the handprint and signature of everyone!!!”

Wang Qian handed over a list.

Levi Garrison glanced.

Basically, all members of Messiah signed and pressed their fingerprints on it.

Not fake!

This is in line with Messiah’s style.

The meaning of their existence is to eliminate all hidden dangers that are dangerous to Erudia.

I just didn’t think I had become a hidden danger.

“Since you are all like this, do I have any reason not to agree?”

“I will hand in the exercises, and I will use the martial arts!”

Levi Garrison agreed.

“call!”

Everyone breathed a sigh of relief.

Finally, Levi Garrison surrendered this technique.

This technique was obtained by Levi Garrison from the prison.

The page is yellow and the paper is badly damaged.

Everyone checked for a long time and determined that this was true.

“Self-use martial arts!”

Levi Garrison’s voice just fell.

There was a popping sound from his body.

“puff!”

The corner of his mouth slowly overflowed with blood.

Levi Garrison smiled: “Are you satisfied now?”

After Wang Qian, Any Fan and others looked at each other, they winked.

There was someone nearby immediately.

“I’m sorry!”

Several masters tapped on Levi Garrison’s major acupuncture points continuously.

All his meridians were sealed and destroyed…

This means that Levi Garrison can no longer practice martial arts in this life.

Can only be an ordinary person honestly.

It’s even a waste.

“puff!”

Levi Garrison was vomiting blood, he wiped it off with his hand, and smiled: “I remember this day!”

